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Report: YoRAP 2012-2013 “Thinking about <Bonds Between ‘Women’>”
Event “Overcoming Hardships with <Bonds Between ‘Women’>:
 Thinking about the ‘Lesbian’ Network in Asia”
Tuesday, 15th January, 2013
Coordinators
Habiba-Mao UEDA
Center for Gender Studies, Research Institute Assistant
Hikari MOKUTA
Center for Gender Studies, Research Institute Assistant
　On March 9th and 10th, 2013, YoRAP’s weekend event “Overcoming 
Hardships with <Bonds Between ‘Women’>: Thinking about the ‘Lesbian’ 
Network in Asia” was held at the International Conference Room in ICU 
Dialogue House. The word “bond” reminds us of a heteronormative and 
patriarchal context that was often utilized to support the Great Eastern 
Japan Earthquake relief. This event aimed to reconsider the possibility and 
hardships of the <bonds between ‘women ’>, which opposes that 
oppressive kind of “bond,” what it means to be a “lesbian” and a “woman” 
living in this society, and sharing thoughts as to how “women” can connect 
and survive with in heteronormative society. The primary purpose was to 
share problems and situations as “women” in the context of Asia, thus we 
invited activists from Japan and Korea who have built and con tinue to 
sustain the <bonds between ‘women’> and support the connections of 
“lesbians.” 
　One of the achievements of this event was that we reaffirmed the 
importance of the bonds between “women” through out the generations. 
Hence, this event was a trigger to creata connection to a future theme 
(Sexuality in “Asia”), the purpose of which was to find out the possibility of 
constructing a network in order to survive heteronormative society. 
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Agenda:
Day 1 (March 9, 2013)
Opening (13:00-13:10)
・Kazuko TANAKA (International Christian University / founder of CGS)
・Habiba-Mao UEDA
Opening Documentary Film (13:10-15:00)
“OUT: Smashing Homophobia Project” (2007)
Language: Korean/subtitles in Jp/En
Break (15:00-15:15)
Presentation (15:15-15:45)







ICU LGBIT Circle: Sumposion 
「Rainbow Voices from ICU・Preview」(2013)
・Sumposion members




Symposium (12:40-15:45、30 minutes each)
・WAKABAYASHI, Naeko (Regumi Studio Tokyo)
・Chizuka OE (LOUD)
・Seiko KAZAWA (Rainbow Community coLLabo)
・Miho OKADA (Rape Crisis Network: RC-NET)
・Yumi UCHIDA (Sexuality and Human Rights Network ESTO)
Floor Discussion (16:00-17:30)
Closing (17:30-17:40)
・Habiba-Mao UEDA
